This Article examines zero-price regulation, the major distinguishing feature of many modern "network neutrality" proposals. A zero-price rule prohibits a broadband Internet access provider from charging an application or content provider (collectively, "content provider") 
Introduction
The modem debate about regulatory policy in telecommunications elicits a powerful sense of drjA vu. Recent proposals for "network neutrality" regulation echo and invoke common carriage, the regulatory regime often applied to railroads, telecommunications, and other infrastructural industries. The central requirement of common carriage is that the carrier must offer its services in a nondiscriminatory fashion.
1 Network neutrality, like common carriage, responds to a concern that the owner of a bottleneck facility-here, a broadband Internet access provider-will discriminate among users of the facility in a socially undesirable fashion. 2 The users at issue are a wide range of content and application providers, from YouTube and Yahoo to firms such as Vonage that provide telephone service over a broadband connection, users that I refer to collectively as "content providers."
The analogy to common carriage, however, is imperfect. Network neutrality departs from the traditions of common carriage in an important respect. Many (though not all) network neutrality proposals share a distinctive feature, what I call a zero-price rule. A zero-price rule prohibits an access provider from charging content providers to send information to consumers. 3 For example, access provider AT&T may not charge video content provider YouTube for access to AT&T's customers, even if AT&T makes the same offer to YouTube rivals such as iFilm. A zero-price rule has significant economic consequences due to the emergent capacity of an access provider to control the ability of content providers to reach broadband customers. 4 Requiring a uniform, zero price exceeds the restrictions of common carriage, which tolerates some forms of price discrimination in which an offer available to one purchaser is also available to others.
This Article poses and answers a single question: can zero-price regulation of broadband access providers be justified on economic grounds? The first step of the analysis is to distinguish two access provider strategies that might justify the rule. These strategies are not unique to broadband access providers, but are available generally to any provider of a platform-that is, a foundational technology such as broadband access, the electric grid, or a video game console, used in combination with particular complementary applications to deliver value to consumers. 5 The analysis presented here thus provides insight into the broader question of optimal regulation of platforms.
The first platform strategy is exclusion: actions taken to impair an application's success relative to its rival. For example, in exchange for compensation from YouTube, AT&T might favor YouTube over iFilm in order to induce iFilm's exit. The second strategy is extraction: a platform's threat of 3 The content provider makes payments for transport but makes no incremental payment to the consumer's broadband provider. See infra Section L.A for further discussion. exclusion, made to all applications in order to expropriate a share of application profits. For example, AT&T might insist upon payments from both YouTube and iFilm in exchange for premium access.
Both exclusion and extraction rely upon the platform's ability to control access to its consumers, but differ in the use to which that power is put. A platform's incentive to extract, unlike its incentive to exclude, is premised upon application success, because successful applications present a larger opportunity for extraction. Extraction entails a threat of exclusion, but the threat is unlikely to be implemented because the parties will reach a bargain instead. Extraction is a form of private taxation that aims to raise revenue, rather than-as with exclusion-taxation to deter disfavored behavior. Although the separation is imperfect, exclusion is a preoccupation of antitrust policy. Extraction is not generally a subject of antitrust, but it is a central concern of innovation policy because the transfer of resources from applications to the platform may alter the prospective incentives of each to invest in innovation.
One contribution of this Article is to untangle exclusion and extraction as distinct bases for zero-price regulation. These differences are frequently ignored, producing an unfortunate conflation of justifications for regulation. Separating the two permits a refraining of the key question: to what extent do exclusion or extraction concerns justify the imposition of a zero-price rule upon access providers? To answer that question, the present analysis focuses attention on key elements of industry economics, such as fragmentation in the access provider market, nonfinancial incentives to develop content, and market interactions among content providers, consumers, and access providers that undo the effect of a regulatory intervention.
An initial result is that exclusion concerns provide no general justification for a zero-price rule. Much anticompetitive exclusion is already prohibited by existing antitrust law. To the extent that antitrust law as currently enforced successfully identifies and remedies exclusion, there is less need for a new layer of regulatory intervention. A zero-price rule is also overinclusive, relative to concerns about exclusion. Thus, advocates who rely upon exclusion to justify broad zero-price rules are mistaken.
There is a relatively stronger argument for zero-price regulation, however, in the narrower case of socially produced content-that is, content such as the online encyclopedia Wikipedia, produced when individuals collaborate without anticipation of financial reward. 6 Socially produced content raises distinctive issues for regulatory policy where such content competes with ordinary marketproduced content. For example, Wikipedia vies with market competitors such as Encyclopedia Britannica for the attention of broadband customers. Exclusion of social production is a source of inefficiency that antitrust law is unlikely to remedy. Reducing that inefficiency is a possible, albeit narrower, mission for zero-price regulation. Extraction concerns fare no better, in general, as a justification for a zeroprice rule. Zero-price rules have a serious practical problem. Although an access provider is prohibited from charging content providers, it is free to charge consumers under the leading network neutrality proposals. As a result, the access provider may charge the consumer for premium service-prompt delivery of video, for example-in the expectation that the content provider, in turn, will compensate the consumer for the extra expense. When indirect extraction replaces (prohibited) direct extraction, private bargaining tends to undo the effect of the government regulation. The shift to indirect extraction also imposes a social cost, making a ban on direct extraction not only ineffective, but counterproductive as well.
Extraction is a doubtful basis for a zero-price rule for other reasons. Internet content is often developed for reasons other than the expectation of profit. To the extent that nonfinancial motivations spur content development, extraction matters less for content development than is generally assumed. Moreover, consumer usage of broadband service may create significant benefits that are not captured by the access provider or content provider. An access provider strategy to charge content providers, while subsidizing consumers with low financial willingness to pay, could increase adoption and thereby increase these benefits. This attractive strategy is forbidden by a zeroprice rule. In sum, neither exclusion nor extraction concerns justify a broad zero-price rule.
Part I of this Article defines a zero-price rule, distinguishes exclusion-and extraction-based justifications for zero-price regulation, and identifies several harms that have resulted from the conflation of these justifications. Part II considers and rejects exclusion as a justification for a generally applicable zero-price rule, while identifying a stronger argument for narrowly focused regulation where socially produced content competes with market production. Part III explains why extraction concerns provide no clear justification for a zero-price rule. Part IV concludes. To focus attention on the issues discussed in the text, much is omitted. This Article is not a comprehensive treatment of common carriage, platform economics, or network neutrality. For example, I focus upon the scope of substantive prohibition but do not venture far into the relative institutional merits of ex ante regulation and ex post antitrust intervention. For an introduction to this debate, compare PETER HUBER, LAW AND DISORDER IN CYBERSPACE 3-9 (1997) (advocating abolition of FCC and maintenance of competition through common law, particularly antitrust law), with Robert 
I.
Justifying Zero-Price Regulation
A. An Example: The AT&T Merger Condition
In 2006, AT&T announced its plan to acquire BellSouth, the latest step in a continuing consolidation among local telephone companies. 8 In addition to providing ordinary telephone service, the merged entity possessed a substantial broadband access business. The Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice approved the deal without imposing any conditions. 9 The Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), whose approval was also required, took a different approach. Two commissioners with a collective veto over the AT&T-BellSouth transaction,' 0 Commissioners Adelstein and Copps, obliged the parties to accept a network neutrality condition in December 2006. An examination of the merger condition and the justifications given by the FCC commissioners highlights a leading form of network neutrality regulation, namely zero-price regulation, and the disparate ends it is thought to serve.
Means: Zero-Price Regulation
The AT&T merger condition is a zero-price rule in the sense discussed in the introduction. It forbids AT&T to "provide" or "sell" to content providers "any service that privileges, degrades or prioritizes any packet ... based on its source, ownership or destination." ' " Thus, AT&T may not sell, in addition to the "best-efforts" service that characterizes ordinary Internet access provision, a distinct high-quality offering providing access to (say) YouTube-for example, service with less transmission delay ("latency") or variation in transmission speed ("jitter"), qualities that are useful for delivering real-time tailored offering is prohibited, output might fall, and that price discrimination is a useful tool for efficiently managing congestion. 
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video content.1 2 Aside from prohibi:ing AT&T from making a premium deal with YouTube alone, the merger condition prohibits AT&T from making a premium offer generally available to all video content providers-that is, not only to YouTube but also to its rivals, such as iFilm. 13 In fact, AT&T is barred even from charging all content providers a uniform, fixed fee.' 4 To be clear, even if a content provider is insulated from the access payments that are the subject of this Article, the content provider must pay its own access provider for connectivity. 15 Thus, a zero-price rule imposes a zero price only as to the incremental charge made by the consumer's access provider to connect a particular content provider with the consumer.
The imposition of a zero, uniform price crosses the traditional boundaries of common carriage. Common carriage is a frequent source of analogies and reasoning for modem telecommunications policy.' 6 Because access providers are not subject to common carrier rules, 17 it is natural to ask whether commoncarrier regulation should extend to access provision. Some commentators view network neutrality as a replay of the common carriage debate.' 8 The price uniformity implemented by a zero-price rule, however, is not a condition of common carriage. Common carriers have long been permitted to 12 An access provider might exercise control by blocking certain content entirely, or instead by altering its speed, latency, or jitter. For some types of content, only a block will have an economic effect. The present analysis is insensitive to the precise method used to impose the relative disadvantage, and ventures no view about whether blocking raises additional concerns on noneconomic grounds, such as the First Amendment. Cf Red Lion Broad. Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 392 (1969) (affirming FCC policy designed to prevent "private censorship").
13 Such an offer, if accepted, would "privilege" service based upon a packet's "source." AT&T Merger Condition, supra note 11, at 8. The condition applies to offers made to AT&T subsidiaries and lasts for two years or until Congress passes network neutrality legislation, whichever comes first. AT&T's willingness to accept a relatively short-lived restriction may reflect a calculation that discrimination is not yet fully practicable, 14 Charging a provider for basic service would once again "privilege" service based upon a packet's "source." See id. 23 Common carriage merely prohibits certain types of unreasonable discrimination. 24 Network neutrality therefore adds an additional element-insistence upon a zero, uniform price-to the traditional regulatory principles of nondiscrimination and interconnection.
Though not a requirement of common carriage, some regulatory regimes do implement a zero-price rule. The Carterfone attachment regime permitted independent equipment manufacturers to offer new attachments to the AT&T network without permission from or payment to AT&T. 25 "Must-carry" rules require cable television providers to carry local television broadcasts without payment. 26 Zero-price outcomes are implemented outside the context of communications as well. For example, the owners of the electric grid charge end users but not appliance manufacturers, though this appears to be a matter of technical feasibility rather than the result of any legal rule.
A zero-price rule is a key tenet of network neutrality advocacy. Aside from the AT&T merger condition, it is a common feature of proposed
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See, e.g., JAMES C. BONBRIGHT, PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC UTILITY RATES 83 (1961) (railroad rates vary depending upon value of commodity shipped, out of proportion to difference in cost). 20 See id. at 372 (describing Interstate Commerce Commission approval of value-of-service ratemaking despite discriminatory effect). One source of confusion has been use of the term "discrimination" to denote only actionable discrimination. Id. at 371-72. 493, 518 (2007) . No evidence is cited in support of this conclusion, which seems too strong given the examples discussed in this section. Such a concession by network neutrality advocates, moreover, implies a rejection of the AT&T merger condition, a condition that at least some network neutrality advocates applaud. The assertion also overlooks those advocates for whom a zero-price rule 2.
Ends: "Anticompetitive Discrimination" and "Toll Booths"
Commissioner Adelstein issued a statement explaining why he had insisted upon a network neutrality condition, and Commissioner Copps did the same. Adelstein decried the parties' incentives for "anti-competitive discrimination" 34 
Exclusion and Reduced Competition
An access provider with market power has, under certain circumstances, the incentive and ability to impair the competitive prospects of a content provider, in order to favor rival content in which the access provider has an economic interest.
4 1 The reduced competition in content leads to higher content prices for consumers and allocative inefficiency when consumer purchases are deflected to less desirable substitutes, as well as a productive inefficiency when lower-cost content is kept from the market. 42 The access provider profits from the reduced content competition either by owning the favored content or through a contractual relationship in which the content provider pays the access provider to exclude the rival content.
Under certain conditions, the access provider has no incentive to exclude in this way. 43 It is a familiar result from platform economics that one impetus to exclude is missing when the application can be used only in conjunction with the platform-a video game that works only with a particular console, for example. The platform can then earn maximum profit from "captive" application users without taking over the application's business.
Internet content, however, has many nonplatform users, judged from the perspective of a particular access provider. The audience for iFilm's video service is not limited to AT&T broadband customers. As a result, if AT&T can induce iFilm's exit (or deter its entry in the first place), AT&T might monopolize the content market through a corporate affiliate or contracting partner, and earn profit not only from captive AT&T customers but also from noncaptive users of the content. 44 For this strategy to work, the content 41 These practices are termed "vertical" because the contracting parties are at different stages in the chain of production or distribution, but the same arguments apply whenever the parties produce complements. provider must face economies of scale, such as a fixed entry cost or demandside network effects wherein one consumer's valuation of the content increases with the number of other users. Internet content provision often satisfies that assumption. The access provider must also be capable of disrupting, by means of exclusion, the content provider's ability to exploit scale. Whether access providers can deprive a content provider of scale is considered in Part II.
Commissioner Adelstein is far from alone in relying upon exclusion concerns to justify a zero-price rule. Google, for example, supports the rule to prevent "those last-mile activities that would discriminate against certain Internet applications or content with an anticompetitive intent. ' '45 Scholars have hypothesized a negative effect on competition and explored at length the 46 different mechanisms by which exclusion might occur. Legislative proposals that implement network neutrality have invoked the exclusion frame. 4 7 When network neutrality proponents describe the historical antecedents of current policy proposals-for example, the famous exclusive contract between Western Union and the Associated Press-the examples reflect exclusion concerns. 48 Network neutrality opponents understand proponents to be arguing that regulation is needed in order to address exclusion, 49 prompting the response that exclusion is unlikely 50 law. 5 1 This focus is unsurprising, given the longstanding centrality of exclusion as a concern of telecommunications policy, 52 and the focus upon exclusion in examining the merger of Time Warner and America Online, a notable precursor to the network neutrality debate. 53 
Extraction and Reduced Innovation
Even without equilibrium exclusion, an access provider can profit by extracting profits from the content provider. 54 The access provider does not bother getting into the content business because it can capture the surplus produced by the content provider by virtue of its status as a bottleneck. For example, AT&T might insist that YouTube and iFilm each pay AT&T part of the content provider's profits in exchange for providing high-quality video transmission. Such access charges are a common practice in some industries. Video game console makers, for example, receive royalties from independent game developers. Credit card payment systems such as Mastercard and Visa charge merchants a transaction fee for use of the network. An extraction incentive is present even if the access provider has an affiliated, competing content provider, since each customer who uses the competing affiliated content, rather than the independent content, represents a foregone access charge.
55
Extraction entails a threat of exclusion, but the threat is not carried out in equilibrium; the threat is therefore not exclusionary conduct in the usual sense. The profitability of an extraction strategy, as implemented by an access provider or other platform, is premised upon a thriving set of independent applications. The activity is private taxation to raise revenue, rather than to deter. Exclusion relies upon disfavoring one content provider relative to another-the raising of a rival's costs. 56 Concerns about extraction apply, by contrast, even if all content providers are affected equally and none is favored-where it is a complementor, rather than a rival, whose costs are being raised.
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Hahn & Litan, supra note 30, at 10-12. Extraction is facilitated by effective price discrimination. That is, purchasers with relatively high willingness to pay and few effective substitutes for access provision are charged a higher price. Familiar examples include unrestricted airline fares and hardcover books. As discussed above, common carriers frequently implement price discrimination. Price discrimination increases the carrier's profits, thus providing an additional means to cover fixed costs. Price discrimination can also help to tune allocation and production decisions to better correspond to demand variations among consumers.
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On the simplest account, extraction simply shifts resources from the content provider to the access provider. Google and other content providers, of course, have reason to support a zero-price rule even if extraction raises merely a distributional issue without any consequence for efficiency. In addition, extraction has a dynamic efficiency consequence if it alters the investment decisions of content providers." As a theoretical matter, it may have no such consequence, given the access provider's incentive to increase surplus-which the access provider can then extract-by ensuring high-quality content. 59 If there is a dynamic efficiency effect, it entails a tradeoff: reduced incentives for entry and investment by content providers, combined with increased incentives to invest in access provider infrastructure, via the contribution to fixed costs just mentioned. As a theoretical matter, it is not apparent which effect is larger. Access providers have not defended any right to anticompetitive exclusion, but extraction is an explicit goal. AT&T's CEO candidly explained that content providers "don't have any fiber out there. They don't have any wires. They don't have anything. They use my lines for free-and that's bull. For a Google or a Yahoo! or a Vonage or anybody to expect to use these pipes for free is nuts!,, 60 As Verizon's deputy general counsel explained his company's point of view: "The network builders are spending a fortune constructing and maintaining the networks that Google intends to ride on with nothing but cheap servers. It is enjoying a free lunch that should, by any rational account, be the lunch of the facilities providers. ' Extraction concerns-in particular, that extraction will reduce the profitability of and hence investment in independent content developmentmotivate many calls for network neutrality regulation. We saw one example already, in Commissioner Copps's statement about the AT&T merger condition. 62 Some regulation proponents appear to focus upon extraction concerns and deemphasize anticompetitive exclusion. 63 The same argument, and the reference to a "toll," have been emphasized by academics 64 and interest groups. 65 strategy. Exclusion, aside from its static consequences for competition, can undermine innovation in content. The anticipation of exclusion may discourage prospective entrants from developing new content. This consequence of exclusion, however, lacks a distinctive policy implication. If exclusion imposes a substantial static harm, then exclusion should be prohibited even if there is no dynamic inefficiency. Moreover, if the dynamic harms of extraction provide a strong general basis for zero-price regulation, it adds little to show that exclusion, when and if it occurs, also has a negative dynamic effect.
Extraction strategies can have static effects, aside from the dynamic effect on application innovation. Price discrimination, which is central to the operation of extraction, is typically executed imperfectly. A seller's information and contracting technologies are ordinarily not fine-grained enough to perfectly target the buyer's surplus. An application provider will engage in costly avoidance strategies and may pass along part of its increased expense to its consumers, perhaps in an inefficient fashion. 68 In addition, the platform will expend real resources in order to improve its technology of price discrimination, including inefficient decisions about "vertical integration," the ownership of complementary businesses. These costs are difficult to evaluate and measure, which is one reason why the static inefficiency of imperfect extraction has not been a major focus of competition policy or a prominent argument for network neutrality proponents.
These effects complicate but do not erase the basic dichotomy. Exclusion raises distinctive concerns about static welfare losses, to which antitrust policy is primarily directed. Extraction raises concerns about dynamic welfare losses, particularly with respect to independent application development, and this is a preoccupation of innovation policy.
C. The Consequences of Conflation
Exclusion and extraction concerns raise different questions about the advisability of a zero-price rule. For extraction, three issues are most important. First, a zero-price rule might cause the access provider to effect extraction by other, less direct means. Second, a zero-price rule, to the extent it alters investment incentives, might not do so in a socially desirable fashion. Third, the access provider can "contract into" effective incentives for content development, despite its legal entitlement to extract. These questions are considered in Part III.
For exclusion, two issues arise. The first is superfluity: existing antitrust law prohibits some forms of exclusion. Provided that antitrust law as currently enforced successfully identifies and remedies exclusion, there is no need for additional regulatory intervention. The second is overinclusion. Even if new regulation is necessary to prevent exclusion, it need not take the form of a zeroprice rule. A zero-price rule not only prevents an access provider from impairing a content provider's competitive prospects relative to a rival, but also prevents the charging of any access fee. That is, the rule prohibits both exclusion and extraction, a result that is difficult to justify unless extraction concerns are important.
Unfortunately, policy and academic discussions occur at a level of generality that subsumes exclusion and extraction arguments. Condemnations of access provider "discrimination" do not carefully distinguish practices that set different prices for different content types-a garden-variety extraction strategy of price discrimination69-from practices that disfavor one content provider relative to its rival. Phrases that identify the desired end state, such as "innovation without permission," 70 neither rule in nor rule out the imposition of a uniform, zero price. In this respect, at least, the network neutrality debate presents nothing new, for similar confusion permeates analyses of common carriage as well.
The resulting confusion has several bad consequences. Regulatory proponents justify a zero-price rule as a response to anticompetitive exclusion, without recognizing or justifying the rule's overinclusiveness relative to the exclusion concern. One of the more extreme consequences has been proposed legislation that would enshrine a zero-price rule as a substantive antitrust rule backed by private enforcement and treble damages. 72 Meanwhile, skeptics aim their critiques at anticompetitive exclusion, thereby giving the extraction arguments short shrift.
II. Reconsidering Exclusion
This Part examines whether concerns about exclusion of content providers justify a zero-price rule. As a general matter, new regulation faces three formidable hurdles. First, there must be a plausible social harm to remedy. Second, existing law-here, antitrust law-must be an ineffective means of identifying and remedying the harm; otherwise, additional regulation is superfluous. Third, the regulation must effectively prevent the harmful conduct without also prohibiting too much harmless or desirable conduct, and without creating large new costs. 
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Section II.A considers the most famous modem example of anticompetitive exclusion, the U.S. government's antitrust case against Microsoft, as a source of analogies to the network neutrality context, in order to identify gaps in the existing prohibitions of antitrust that a zero-price rule might remedy. Sections lL.B and II.C consider two possible gaps in antitrust coverage--call them the Vonage and Wikipedia gaps. The Vonage gap arises when an access provider, which already owns a legacy content business such as ordinary telephone service, excludes a competing content business. The Wikipedia gap arises when socially produced content competes with market production. Section II.B discusses why the Vonage gap does not justify zeroprice regulation. The Wikipedia gap presents a stronger argument for regulation, but, as explained in Section II.C, implementation of such regulation presents substantial practical difficulties.
A. Identifying Gaps in Antitrust Law
United States v. Microsoft offers a useful template to frame the incentives of access providers and content providers. 73 In that case, the government alleged that Microsoft used its Windows operating system monopoly to impair the competitive prospects of Netscape's browser, in order to prevent the emergence of Netscape as a competing software platform. 74 In order to exploit the analogy-which is inexact, to be sure 75-we must first ask, who is Microsoft here? Is it the access provider or the content provider?
Consider, first, the access provider. An access provider could adopt a Microsoft strategy and preserve profits by forestalling competition in access provision. This scenario is a departure from the examples considered above. Vista. 75 The particular mechanism considered in Microsoft, in which a complement today threatened to become a substitute in the future, is not directly applicable. But it may not be entirely irrelevant, if independent content providers threaten entry into the access provision business, as out non-AT&T customers within AT&T's territory. The point would be to slow the entry or induce the exit of competing access providers, by depriving them of content valued by broadband consumers.
76 Zero-price regulation-which aims to prevent differential treatment of content providers by an access provider, not differential treatment of access providers by a content providerdoes not address this problem at all.
Network neutrality discussions are not concerned with the Microsoft-like incentives of access providers, but rather with the Microsoft-like incentives of content providers. The worry is that a content provider, linked by contract or common ownership to an access provider, will compensate the access provider in exchange for the latter's exclusion of a competing content provider.
Focusing upon content provider incentives may seem an unfamiliar way to think about the problem, given the demonization of access providers that sometimes accompanies policy analyses of broadband regulation. The slippage occurs because in the most familiar scenarios of concern, the content business that benefits from exclusion is owned in common with the access business that does the excluding. For example, Time Warner produces content, such as CNN.com, in addition to providing broadband access. AT&T, in addition to its Internet access business, provides ordinary telephone service-a content business, properly understood. The incentive of YouTube with respect to iFilm is analogous to CNN.com's incentive with respect to other news providers. So is AT&T's incentive to preserve its legacy business from encroachment by Vonage and other companies deploying voice-over-Internet protocol (VoIP), which enables users to hold voice conversations by transmitting the information as packets, without paying for ordinary telephone service.
Despite the economic similarity, there is a crucial doctrinal difference between exclusion that occurs through contract, as in a hypothetical YouTube-AT&T agreement to exclude iFilm, and exclusion accomplished through a refusal to deal-for example, a refusal by AT&T to permit Vonage to reach AT&T customers. Here we see a second use for the Microsoft analogy, besides the identification of troubling conduct, which is to identify the reach of existing antitrust prohibitions. Conduct that closely resembles the activity condemned in Microsoft is already subject to antitrust prohibition, and hence a poor candidate for new regulation. For exclusion accomplished by contract, such as the hypothetical YouTube-AT&T agreement to exclude iFilm, a zero-price rule is 76 Put another way, a new entrant would be forced to secure an offering comparable to YouTube before entering and must now enter at both the platform and application layers. The Microsoft comparison has a third payoff, which is to raise questions about the effectiveness of after-the-fact antitrust suits as a deterrent and remedy. Antitrust cases can take years to resolve, and in the meantime, an incumbent's control of the status quo can become entrenched. Microsoft is, perhaps, an apt example. Other cases, however, are less controversial demonstrations of the effectiveness of antitrust in coping with exclusion accomplished by contract.
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When an access provider acts in the interest of its content affiliate, as opposed to a contracting partner, the antitrust treatment is more complex. That circumstance is considered next.
B. The Vonage Gap: Refusing to Deal with a Legacy Business Competitor
Exclusion accomplished through a refusal to deal raises distinct issues. Although functionally similar to exclusion achieved pursuant to a contract, its legal treatment is different. The exclusion by refusal to deal is not covered by section 1 of the Sherman Act, which requires an agreement. 79 That leaves section 2, which prohibits monopolization.
8 0 But refusals to deal often fall outside the scope of section 2, a lesson reinforced by a recent, controversial Supreme Court ruling.
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There is less to this apparent gap, however, than meets the eye. Fragmentation in the access provider market makes some refusals ineffective. 78 For example, the Visa and Dentsply cases discussed supra at note 77. Moreover, ex ante regulation is hardly quick and painless in practice. A regulatory proceeding can also take years to reach a conclusion, and can itself entrench a nonoptimal industry arrangement. A thorough review of the debate over ex post and ex ante modes of regulation is beyond the scope of this Article. See supra note 7 for an introduction to the relevant literature. Moreover, where refusals do pose an anticompetitive threat, existing antitrust law may address that conduct-and even if not, a broad zero-price rule is an inappropriate means to address the conduct.
Fragmentation of Access Provision
Subsection I.B.1 introduced one theory of anticompetitive exclusion: that an access provider might monopolize a content market, in order to earn profit not only from its captive customers, but also noncaptive users of the content. A key condition for the success of that strategy is the access provider's ability through exclusion to undermine the content provider's achievement of effective scale-for example, by stealing so many customers that the application is unable to cover a large fixed cost or achieve sizable network effects among users.
That ability depends upon the importance of the access provider's captive customers to the success of the content provider. Even if a particular access provider has market power vis-A-vis its own consumers, it may be a quite unimportant source of customers for a content provider. The noncaptive customers-customers whose access is not controlled by the access providerprotect the content provider against exclusion by preserving the content provider's scale. 82 The presence of such customers-the very prize that motivates exclusion, from an access provider's perspective-also makes exclusion more difficult to achieve.
Most content markets have a large number of noncaptive customers. That is true, even if the market for content is limited to U.S. broadband customers, since the largest U.S. access provider controls no more than a quarter of that market. 83 For some content, dial-up service is sufficient, providing a content provider with an additional source of noncaptive customers, and hence scale. And some content reaches a global audience, in which case the threat to scale recedes further. Some content providers enjoy a further advantage that reduces the exclusion threat. If the content is complementary to other content provided by the same firm-for example, Google's integrated search, e-mail, and office productivity offerings-the content provider will be less vulnerable to attempts by an access provider to induce its exit. As a general matter, then, a content There is a second mechanism of exclusion by refusal to deal, however, to which the fragmentation critique does not apply. To see why, let us return to the "AT&T versus Vonage" example. As already mentioned, AT&T offers both broadband access and ordinary telephone service, a legacy content business that competes with independent VolP providers such as Vonage. 84 Allowing Vonage to reach AT&T customers erodes the profitability of the legacy business unless AT&T can implement an access charge that maintains existing profitability. 85 Otherwise, the access provider's dominant strategy is exclusion. Moreover, each access provider with a legacy business has the same incentive. Even if one access provider is too small to have much effect on application scale, the access providers' identical decisions, considered collectively, may have an exit-inducing effect. This is so, even if no access provider has any prospect of earning profits from noncaptive customers. The resulting exclusion-with accompanying static and dynamic harms-presents a significant problem for existing antitrust law, or else new regulation, to consider.
Existing Antitrust Prohibitions
It is a difficult question whether an access provider's refusal to deal with a VolP provider triggers antitrust liability. Refusals to deal have long been controversial as a source of the anticompetitive action requirement of section 86 2, even beyond the skepticism with which the judiciary views exclusion claims generally. 87 The reluctance to impose liability has two bases. The first is that a refusal has welfare-increasing elements. For example, the prospect of profits from above-cost pricing is an inducement to innovative activity that 84 Major providers of broadband access also have VolP businesses. See, e.g, Press Release, Comcast Corp., Comcast Reports 2007 Results and Outlook for 2008, at 3 (Feb. 14, 2008), available at http://biz.yahoo.com/pmews/080214/neth00l.html (reporting 2.5 million "Comcast Digital Voice" subscribers, producing $1.8 billion in revenue, offset by declining revenues from circuit-switched telephony).
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In theory, AT&T could set an access fee equal to the profit lost from each customer that defects to Vonage, thereby causing Vonage to internalize the effect of its entry, and aligning the interests of the two firms. mandated access undercuts.88 Refusal also preserves vertical integration, which internalizes demand externalities across complementary markets, thereby avoiding the so-called "double marginalization" problem. 89 Refusal also avoids duplicative investments by content providers, a particularly relevant factor where the content provider offers a "me-too" product rather than an innovative improvement. 90 The second basis is a set of prudential concerns about the ability of a court to identify and accomplish procompetitive interventions in the marketplace. For example, it is difficult for an outside observer to discern what is going on, compared to contracted-for exclusion, when the relevant basis for comparison, the bottleneck's treatment of a corporate affiliate, is hidden from view within the firm. It is also difficult to identify natural limits upon the scope of liability, since almost any source of competitive advantage can be characterized as the bottleneck portion of an integrated firm and hence a candidate for courtmandated access. And it is difficult to identify the "right" regulated price, a question outside the competence of a generalist court. might seem to rule out liability entirely. There, plaintiff alleged that an incumbent local exchange carrier had refused to deal with a rival carrier, in violation of the carrier's interconnection obligation under the Telecommunications Act of 1996. One reading of that case, by no means the narrowest, is that refusals to deal by telecommunications providers are now beyond antitrust scrutiny.
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Despite these difficulties, a solid argument can be made that an access provider's refusal to deal with a VolP provider does trigger antitrust liability by emphasizing the refusal's negative effect on competition (and, less convincingly, innovation 94 
540 U.S. 398 (2004). 93
A narrower reading, considered infra, limits the holding to situations where any competitive harm is already identified and remedied by the sector-specific regulatory regime. 94 The incumbents' own use of VolP suggests that VoIP innovation might not depend upon granting access to independent VolP providers.
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from reduced competition is larger than the welfare-increasing aspects of refusal-for if not, the basic premise for government intervention (whether by antitrust or new regulation) is lacking. In any event, the argument that a refusal has a welfare-increasing effect does not distinguish this conduct from an exclusionary contract, which (if permitted) also increases ex ante incentives, 95 though the similar economic effects of exclusionary refusals and exclusionary contracts has been underappreciated by courts.
The remaining objections to antitrust liability can be overcome. Trinko does not stand in the way. Trinko and other cases have denied liability when the resource withheld by an incumbent is not generally available for sale: new product plans, as in Berkey Photo, 96 or "unbundled network elements" not generally sold to consumers, as in Trinko. A VolP provider such as Vonage, by contrast, seeks to take advantage of a facility that is made broadly available by the access provider.
97 This distinction places a manageable limit on the scope of liability. Moreover, Trinko emphasized that effective sectoral regulation that addresses the conduct reduces the incremental value of antitrust intervention.
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Similarly effective regulation addressed to the conduct is absent here. In sum, Trinko does not bar antitrust liability for an access provider's refusal to deal with Vonage.
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If these arguments convince a court, then there is no role here for additional regulation. If not, and if (under our assumptions) there is a Vonage gap to fill, a zero-price rule is the wrong way to fill it. A zero-price rule is radically overinclusive relative to the Vonage gap. It prohibits not only parallel refusals to deal that are (possibly) outside the scope of antitrust, but also refusals that are unlikely to raise any competitive concern, exclusive contracts already prohibited by antitrust law, and extraction strategies that have nothing to do with competition.
Such overinclusion might conceivably be tolerated if no narrower rule were feasible. But in fact, a narrower rule is readily available. Restricting the rule's application to cases when the content provider seeks access from an access provider that owns a competing legacy business would focus the rule's scope. Prohibiting only discriminatory treatment for independent content, relative to affiliates, would likewise narrow the rule as to substance. To be sure, the narrower rule entails administrative complexity, in determining whether discriminatory treatment has occurred. But in this respect the seeming 95 Cf In short, even if (as we have assumed) a parallel refusal to deal creates a net social harm, and even if antitrust liability does not extend to that case, a zero-price rule is difficult to understand as a response to the resulting Vonage gap.
C. The Wikipedia Gap: Exclusion of Social Production
The Vonage example raises a general issue. Where an access provider is able to collect profits from one content provider but not its rival,1 0 2 the access provider has an incentive to exclude the latter content provider. Social production presents a second situation where an inability to extract creates an incentive to exclude, and in which parallel action by access providers can have a large aggregate effect. As explained in this section, social production has distinctive features that make it unusually valuable, but also unusually vulnerable, to a particular form of exclusion. That mechanism of exclusion is not subject to the prohibitions of antitrust law, moreover, presenting a relatively stronger argument for regulation.
Distinctive Features of Social Production
Up to now, we have assumed that content is provided by an ordinary market actor, such as YouTube, Vonage, or the New York Times. But socially produced content is a distinctive source of Internet content. Social production, as I use the term, entails collaboration by a large number of decentralized, unpaid individuals, who derive utility from producing despite-or because ofthe lack of direct financial incentive. The major conditions for success are that
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A zero-price rule sidesteps the concern raised by Owen, supra note 18, at 2, that "[niet neutrality policies could only be implemented through detailed price regulation." the inputs to production are decentralized (or else public goods) and that the overall project can be subdivided effectively.' 0 3 Examples include the collaborative encyclopedia Wikipedia and distributed computing projects such as Folding@home. 104 Social production has a distinctive virtue and, in some circumstances, a distinctive vulnerability. The virtue is that social production can be more efficient than market production, in part because it avoids transaction costs in the sharing of excess capacity (for example, computer processing cycles and leisure hours).
1 0 5 The vulnerability arises when social production competes with market-produced Internet content, and exclusion by a broadband access provider is feasible. Wikipedia, for example, competes with Encyclopedia Britannica and other for-profit encyclopedias. (The present analysis thus excludes many other forms of "social" collaboration, such as a book club or a family, that do not face that exclusion threat.)
The distinct vulnerability is that a social producer is less able to pay an access fee. The degree of disability varies. Some may be able to raise funds, by charging consumers or accepting advertising. (These and other sources of protection are considered below in Subsection II.C.3.) But fundraising may be impractical due to the transaction costs of raising small amounts of money from each of many users, and the risk that collecting money or permitting advertising will disrupt the nonfinancial esprit de corps on which the success of social production, in some cases, may rest. 1 0 6 If so, the social producer may be vulnerable to the mechanism of exclusion considered next.
Mechanism of Exclusion
Social production alters the competitive dynamic between content providers and access providers. An access provider has an incentive to earn profits from a content provider by offering premium access in exchange for a fee. To fix ideas, suppose Wikipedia and Encyclopedia Britannica offer competing encyclopedias to consumers. An access provider offers faster access at a premium price, and makes this offer available to all interested content providers. Customers prefer faster access, so Encyclopedia Britannica pays the fee. Wikipedia, though offered the same terms, is unable to pay, and loses some customers as a result. Each access provider has the same incentive; for each, it 103 For a fuller account, see BENKLER, supra note 6, at 99-106. is a dominant strategy to offer the premium service and for Encyclopedia Britannica to accept.
The aggregate effect of the premium service contracts is to deprive Wikipedia of scale. If fewer consumers look to Wikipedia for answers, then likely fewer will contribute, reducing its quality. More generally, social production will suffer where the content's value enjoys increasing returns to scale. If the provider has significant fixed costs, otherwise covered by charging consumers or accepting advertising (for those social producers that can raise limited funds), reduced access to consumers may undermine its ability to cover those costs.
The exclusionary effect of the premium access contracts can reduce welfare. If social production is excluded or suppressed, society loses the productive advantages that can accompany social production. Nevertheless, antitrust law does not prohibit this welfare-reducing transaction. Each access provider here has an incentive to exclude without agreement among the providers. The incentive does not necessarily depend upon a strategic motivation to impede the socially produced content provider or deprive it of scale. Here, an antitrust enforcer would focus upon the increased consumer satisfaction from faster speeds, and the fact that Encyclopedia Britannica and the access provider would make this agreement, whatever the effect upon Wikipedia. The rationality of this conduct, even without considering the negative effect on Wikipedia, differentiates this situation from a payment by Encyclopedia Britannica made only to cause the access provider to block access to Wikipedia, a payment which would violate antitrust law.
7

Limited Feasibility of Regulation
The welfare-reducing nature of the transaction just described, combined with an absence of antitrust enforcement, implies a gap in existing law, and hence a potential role for a narrowly focused zero-price rule. Unlike the Vonage gap, moreover, the Wikipedia gap cannot be filled with a weaker rule that merely requires an access provider to make any offer generally available to rivals. It is useless to insist that an access provider make Wikipedia an offer it 107 The vulnerability of social production in its competition with market production is a significant challenge to its viability as a mode of production. (2006)); cf BENKLER, supra note 6, at 383-459 (describing a wide variety of policy challenges to social production). Strahilevitz considers several ways in which Encyclopedia Britannica might pose a challenge to Wikipedia, including the insertion of deliberate errors, Strahilevitz, supra, at 1497, and (more generally) the purchase of excess capacity on which social production relies, id. at 1499. By contrast, the distinct mechanism considered here need not rely upon a deliberate strategy of exclusion by the market producer.
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Network Neutrality and False Promise cannot accept. A rule that merely policed the offers made would fail to prevent the social harm.
0 8
A zero-price rule, implemented where social production competes with market production, amounts to a tailored subsidy for social production. The "subsidy" label is not itself troubling; many protective regulations, including antitrust law, provide effective subsidies to their beneficiaries. Nor is a narrow zero-price rule merely a subsidy to support amateurs, vulnerable to Coase's acid quip that "an amateur is someone who does not pay for the things he uses."' 109 The underlying premise is that social production brings distinctive economic benefits, described above, that merit protection if regulation can be accomplished at acceptable cost.
Moreover, much social production has no plausible claim to protection. First, new regulation has no place where the social producer can collect substantial fees from users. In some circumstances, fee collection will be feasible; social producers can and do pay some bills." 0 Second, new regulation has no place where the access provider is able to collect fees from users, for if so, exclusion is no longer a more profitable strategy for the access provider.'i Third, new regulation has no place where the social producer has powerful market complementors. Where a market producer benefits from the success of social production, it has an interest in preserving the success of the social producer. It will assist in the implementation of counterstrategies that undermine exclusion.12 For example, IBM has an incentive to protect Linux as a complement to certain IBM businesses. Similarly, open-source programmers who write code to make the online community Second Life more accessible to disabled people are in little danger, given the interest of Linden Lab, Second Life's owner, in preserving their success.13 108 Nor would the line-of-business restriction considered in Section II.B help. A still narrower rule, however, is possible: to prohibit charges only as to the socially produced content, while permitting access charges to the rival market-produced content. That narrower rule would increase the effective subsidy to socially produced content at the expense of market-produced content. Ill User fees, whether levied by the social producer or the access provider, are more feasible where the value to each user is relatively large and either does not vary too much across consumers or price discrimination is sufficiently effective to capture the variation. These three conditions, taken together, cabin the scope of protection to a substantial degree. In those remaining instances where social production faces a market rival, an access provider could be forbidden to charge for premium service where such a charge would create a significant risk of exclusion due to the social producer's inability to pay. It is worth asking, of course, whether new regulation, thus limited, is worth having. An affirmative answer requires confidence in several propositions: that social production offers unique value, that exclusion will cause that value to dissipate rather than shift to similarly valuable but less vulnerable social production projects, that worthy and unworthy claimants to the subsidy can be distinguished, 14 and that a subsidy bome in the first instance by access providers is more efficient than one drawn from general taxation. And there remain the usual difficult questions of implementing a zero-price rule identified in other critiques of network neutrality regulation, including the risk of entrenching the technological status quo, the vulnerability of new regulation to capture, and the loss of transparency that accompanies use of a disguised subsidy through regulation rather than a direct payment. These difficulties are general to all applications of zero-price rules, and do not alter the result that social production provides a relatively promising focus for proponents of zero-price rules, compared to marketproduced content.
The foregoing analysis demonstrates that Commissioner Adelstein and Google are wrong to look to a zero-price rule as a necessary means to protect content providers generally from exclusion. Regulatory proponents have two options, which are not mutually exclusive. They can narrow their advocacy to protection of socially produced content-an underexplored option--or rely upon a second economic argument for zero-price regulation, that such rules are needed as a response to extraction, to which we now turn.
III. Reconsidering Extraction
Extraction concerns are at the heart of modem advocacy of zero-price regulation.i 15 As explained in Part I, the central extraction concern is that when an access provider charges a content provider for access, the content provider's profits fall. The reduction in prospective profits reduces a content provider's incentive to innovate and hence the amount of innovation.
Compared to exclusion, extraction is a more promising ground for regulation, for two reasons. First, antitrust law does not already prohibit extraction. Regulating extraction is the realm of industrial policy, not competition policy. Second, a zero-price rule is better tailored to extraction concerns than it is to exclusion concerns. The source of the posited problem is the transfer of profits from a content provider to an access provider; the proposed solution is to prohibit transfer. A weaker rule that permits extraction, provided only that the extraction is conducted in an evenhanded manner, does not solve that problem.
As noted in Part I, the extraction argument attracts an immediate response: that not only content innovation but also infrastructure innovation must be taken into account, and that subsidizing content development necessarily comes at the expense of network development. Optimal compensation to the access provider and the content provider is a joint innovation problem. In general, the benefit from an application used in conjunction with a platform-whether a new video game compatible with a console or a new search engine used by broadband consumers-is made possible by two distinct investments. One is the investment made to design and develop the application. The platform owner makes an investment, too, in the infrastructure necessary to deliver or enable the complementary application. These two actions jointly produce incremental value, a point not lost on industry insiders in the network neutrality context. 16 With a single innovator, there is a benchmark "internalization" solution, in which an inventor is paid an amount equal to the social value she creates.17 An amount less than full internalization will also induce the invention, provided that it covers the inventor's costs, including her opportunity cost in developing the invention.
1 1 8 The internalization solution fails under joint innovation. When two inventors are each but-for causes of an increase in value, paying each of them an amount equal to the increase is problematic for two reasons. First, if payments from users privately fund the innovation, there is not enough compensation to go around. Second, that solution, even if feasible, would inefficiently induce innovation even where it is not cost justified.' 9 Joint innovation is a classic, notoriously difficult problem in the regulation of innovation. How best to provide incentives to multiple innovators has been a 116
Verizon CEO Ivan Seidenberg articulated a similar sentiment: "Those guys [Google and Microsoft] gotta use a network. But it's also incredible when you see the innovation that a Google, a Microsoft or an AOL can create. In the long run, Google won't work without us, and we won't work without them. particular preoccupation of patent scholarship. No consensus answer has emerged. 120 Four problems, each underappreciated in the existing literature, undercut the extraction-based argument for a zero-price rule. First, zero-price rules prohibit direct extraction but permit more costly indirect extraction, causing implementation of the rule to unravel in practice. Second, nonfinancial motivations to create Internet content reduce the negative effect of extraction on content development. Third, extraction may be a principal component of a plan to increase consumer "spillovers" by subsidizing consumer broadband adoption. Fourth, it has not been established empirically that independent content will be starved for investment without a shift in the regulatory entitlement.
A. The Indirect Extraction Problem
A zero-price rule is asymmetric. It prohibits an access provider from charging a content provider to send information to consumers, but permits charging the consumer to receive that information. The AT&T merger condition, for example, prohibits discrimination among content providers, but permits it for consumers desiring different quality of service for a particular kind of data.121 Network neutrality proponents frequently approve discrimination among consumers.'22
The appeal of asymmetric regulation is easy to see. Proponents of regulation fear that an access provider will misbehave toward content providers. Regulating the interaction between the two is the most direct response. Moreover, as regulation proponents concede, price discrimination is a useful tool for fixed cost recovery. 23 If the access provider is to take advantage of this tool, yet not discriminate among content providers, it must be able to price discriminate among consumers.
The problem with this view is that asymmetric regulation can unravel. As a general matter, a platform is not limited to access fees as a means to extract profits from an application. It can instead raise its price to consumers to a level The terms of AT&T's commitment apply to discriminatory provision or sales to a content provider, but not to a consumer.
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See Lessig Testimony, supra note 63, at 2 (endorsing consumer tiering as means to fund infrastructure development); Lessig AEI Presentation, supra note 15, at 24:05 (same); see also Atkinson & Weiser, supra note 7, at 50 (concluding that "all parties in this debate agree [that] broadband operators should be able to charge consumers for different levels of broadband service"); Yoo, supra note 33, at 517 (concluding that network neutrality proponents have "conceded the validity of consumer-side tiering"). But see Frischmann & Lemley, supra note 118, at 297-98 (suggesting that that captures consumers' incremental gains from use of the application. The more the platform charges, the less surplus is left over for the application to capture as profit. 1 24 In the most extreme version, the platform captures all of the surplus created by the application, forcing the application to sell at cost.' 25 A platform's choice of strategy depends upon the web of ongoing financial relationships among the platform, application, and consumer. For example, where the platform lacks an ongoing financial relationship with the consumer, an access charge levied upon the application provider is easier to implement-a game console maker can more readily charge game makers a royalty on each game sold, rather than charge consumers for each game purchased. Setting a high consumer access price is an attractive alternative where the platform has an ongoing financial relationship with the consumer, 126 and the consumer has a relationship with the application.' 27 A zero-price rule that bans direct extraction through an access charge leaves open indirect extraction through a higher consumer access price, and a rational access provider will take advantage of this loophole. An access provider might offer customers, for a fee, higher-quality access to a particular type of content, such as video streaming or search results, in the expectation that content providers will compensate the consumer for the higher price. To continue the taxation analogy, it is as though policymakers had implemented a value-added tax and decided to shift collection of the tax from sellers to buyers. That shift does not change the incidence of the tax.
Compensation can take several forms. Content providers already compensate consumers directly to use their services. Some firms have paid customers for the privilege of connecting them to advertisers. 128 Microsoft has announced a plan to pay companies to use its search product. compensation is less explicit, as with advertising exposure that is traded for free content.
13 Compensation could also take the form of a decrease in the amount consumers would otherwise pay the content provider for a particular service.
The strategy applies not only to content providers that earn profits by charging consumers, but also to content providers that profit by charging third parties such as advertisers or by reducing costs through online rather than faceto-face transactions. The access provider can capture these gains, too, through careful consumer pricing.
13 1 For example, suppose that a consumer receives a benefit of 40 from using a particular type of content, plus an additional benefit of 60 from access to all other types of content. Each provider of the particular type of content receives no revenue directly from consumers but earns 50 from advertising. A zero-price rule prevents the access provider from charging the content provider directly for access.
If the access provider sets a price to consumers of 100, it captures the consumer's gain but not the content provider's profits. But the access provider can do better by charging a price of 150. This is more than the consumer's benefit of 100, and so the consumer will not purchase access (and thereby access the content) unless compensated 50 to do so. But the content provider will have the necessary incentive to pay the consumer 50-for without the consumer, it cannot reap the benefit of advertisement-in order to make the overall transaction worthwhile. This is an extreme example, in which the entire benefit is handed to the access provider, but the point is general. In this way, indirect extraction induces the content provider to offer consumers a negative price, as in the Microsoft example.
Nor does this technique exhaust the instruments of indirect extraction. An access provider, prohibited from charging an access fee, could invest in the development of a competing application. The goal is not to reduce independent content development-though this may be a byproduct-but rather to put downward pressure on the price charged, thereby increasing the consumer surplus that the access provider can capture. 1
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Indirect extraction undermines the effectiveness of a zero-price rule as an instrument for preventing direct extraction. If an access provider captures profits by charging consumers based upon the content used (in anticipation of content provider reimbursement of the consumer), rather than charging the content provider directly, there will be a reduction in content provider profits, At the same time, the access provider's resort to indirect extraction creates several new sources of social cost. Those costs include the implementation of the indirect extraction scheme and countermeasures by consumers and content providers to insulate themselves from indirect extraction. In tax terms, shifting the collection from sellers to buyers can alter the cost of collection, independent of the tax's incidence. As a matter of theory, it is uncertain whether these costs are greater than the costs of implementing a direct extraction scheme and of countermeasures employed by content providers to insulate themselves from direct extraction.
Indirection does not undermine zero-price regulation aimed at exclusion, or at least not to the same extent. Indirect exclusion, to be effective, requires a narrowly focused deal between an access provider and a consumer that favors one content provider over its rival. But that level of specificity will be difficult to implement. For one thing, an explicit contract implementing that discriminatory deal would raise antitrust concerns, for the reasons discussed in Part II. Moreover, if an access provider is limited, as a legal or practical matter, to consumer pricing that varies with the type of content and intensity of use, but not the particular content provider, then indirect exclusion will be difficult to implement.
B. Nonfinancial Incentives to Develop Content
A tax on innovative content burdens both startups and established firms. Some advocates worry that this burden will disproportionately fall upon startups. 134 But this is not a necessary outcome. First, it is not clear what constitutes a disproportionate burden. Extraction, from the content provider's perspective, resembles an electrical bill or building rent, and we would not normally think of these latter categories as posing an unusual, disproportionate burden upon a startup content provider that ought to be remedied by requiring the service provider to provide a discount or rent abatement.
Moreover, the relative burden depends upon the fine detail of the access charge-a lump sum versus a percentage of profits, or a graduated scale 133 For a representative example of such fears, see Sidak, supra note 50, at 351-52 (arguing that network neutrality regulation will deny access to consumers with low willingness to pay).
134 For example, Lessig writes: [lI]t will be the new innovators who bear the burden of these taxes most heavily. The point is obvious when you think about the history of YouTube. Had network owners been charging an access premium, investors in an upstart like YouTube would have had good reason to think twice. All taxes are a barrier, but this tax would be a particularly high barrier to innovation. It would hinder newcomers such as YouTube by favouring established companies such as Google and Yahoo. Lessig, Congress, supra note 64.
indexed to use of the network. An access provider has a strong incentive to maximize the value of complementary applications.' 35 An access provider has an incentive to "soak the rich," whose investments are already sunk, rather than fledgling firms that are a source of future profits-or a source of competition to other content providers, ultimately making more surplus available for capture by the access provider.
That prospect might nevertheless have some chilling effect on a fledgling content provider that makes decisions based upon the probability of future great wealth. This concern, however, is undermined by a particular feature of content development: nonfinancial incentives to create content. Much of the celebrated explosion of new tools and services on the Internet has required no financial motivation. Wikipedia's contributors have built a powerful encyclopedia without compensation. 136 B logs have emerged on every possible subject, often (though not always) without a direct financial motive. The millions of users whose contributed content populates YouTube, MySpace, and Facebook are not compensated.
Moreover, leading Internet businesses that have profit-making at their core today had non-financial origins. Pierre Omidyar started eBay and Jerry Yang organized the link list that became Yahoo as hobbies.' 37 Sergey Brin and Larry Page developed Google's original search algorithm as a research project, in part to solve an academic puzzle not itself about search. 138 Thus, some content innovation is relatively insensitive to the charging of a toll. For some content, permission to extract makes no difference because there's nothing to extract or the amounts are too small to feasibly collect. For others, charging a toll will have only a limited effect. For MySpace and Facebook, payment of some profits to a network provider would reduce the firm's profits but not necessarily alter the incentives of individual users. eBay, Google, and Yahoo likely would have flourished even if their founders had anticipated a "network tax" if they achieved extreme financial success.
This point has an analogue in discussions of optimal patent policy. Some innovation can be elicited without expectation of financial compensation. Some low-effort ideas will be supplied by inventors even without payment. Nonmarket financial incentives, such as government and university research grants, compensate other inventors. Moreover, innovation is often induced by nonfinancial rewards, including the thrill of discovery, satisfaction from winning a competition, and the esteem of peers. Where an invention would have been made nearly as quickly without patent protection, the need for protection diminishes.'
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The concern about incentives is particularly muted where the startup costs are low.' 40 To be sure, even such a firm may eventually require a massive infrastructure in order to achieve success. Amazon, eBay, Google, and Yahoo, like YouTube, MySpace, and Facebook, require large investments to set up the servers, connectivity, and support necessary for scale. Without a prospect of profit, investors would not make this capital available. But in this respect, content provision lacks a distinctive claim to a subsidy. Its investors are identical to those making infrastructure investments on the network side. Investments in content provider infrastructure may be dulled by the payment of a toll, and the tradeoff to be made is between content provider infrastructure and access provider infrastructure.
C. Extraction as a Means to Increase Consumer Spillovers
Extraction, aside from having a relatively small negative effect upon the development of some content, may be a key component of a strategy to increase consumer broadband adoption. Scholars have described broadband access as a source of positive consumer spillovers.' 41 Connectivity permits individuals to consume and produce creative content and fosters the development of social capital. The value may not be capturable by an access provider or content provider because it is unobservable, is beyond the grasp of feasible price discrimination, accrues partly to other users rather than the immediate consumer, or escapes the notice of the consumer and hence is not included in her willingness to pay. 142 difficult to quantify, careful students of the phenomena have reckoned the benefits to be large.' 43 There are two ways to increase the consumer benefits of broadband usage. One is the intensive margin: increasing the welfare of an existing broadband user. The other is the extensive margin: turning a nonuser into a user. The latter strategy seems promising, in part because consumer adoption of broadband in the United States has significantly lagged behind that of other countries. As of the end of 2006, U.S. adoption reached 20 connections per 100 people, fifteenth among surveyed countries and less than two-thirds the penetration of Denmark, the world leader.
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In particular, access providers could subsidize consumer adoption by charging content providers for access. 145 AT&T's pitch might be: "We're committed to pervasive broadband service, and to making access available to the millions who lack such service, by asking successful content providers to tithe a fraction of their profits, to be applied toward the provision of new consumer access." This strategy would increase consumer-side spillovers but violate a zero-price rule. The attractiveness of this proposition runs counter to the assertion, sometimes made, that a zero-price rule is necessary to preserve consumer spillovers. 1 46 The access provider is particularly well positioned to coordinate a strategy that promotes broadband adoption. To be sure, content providers have a substantial collective incentive to increase adoption rates, in order to enjoy a larger market for their products. But any particular content provider will capture only a small part of the gain from recruiting a new broadband consumer, and the content providers, taken as a whole, will face a tragedy of the commons in dividing the total subsidy burden among themselves. Here the access provider may play a useful role by orchestrating the contributions of the different content providers.
A consumer subsidy strategy has plenty of precedents where markets are "two-sided"--that is, where a firm enables interactions between different types 14 7 A difficult challenge in such markets is to set prices to attract both sides to the table. A common strategy is to combine high prices toward one side of the market with subsidization of the other. 148 Game console makers offer the console at a loss' 4 9 but earn profits from royalties paid by developers;' 50 credit card payment systems charge merchants but subsidize consumers in the form of cash or frequent flyer miles; women pay less than men to enter certain nightclubs.' 5 ' Internet service provider NetZero adopted the same plan when it offered free dial-up Internet access to consumers but required them to watch advertising. 152 Google does the same when it charges advertisers but not users of its search engine.
The lack of a zero-price restriction upon the pricing behavior of credit card payment systems, video game consoles, and other platform providers promotes widespread adoption of each technology. Where, as with broadband service, an access charge for content providers is not likely to be entirely passed on by content providers to the customer, 153 a zero-price rule can have an inhibitory effect upon adoption. That is not to say that a zero-price rule is necessarily inimical to broadband access. The present point is simply that a zero-price rule is not essential to a robust broadband access policy.
D. Contracting into Decentralized Innovation
Resting the argument for a broad-based zero-price rule on extraction concerns encounters a further problem. Advocates of zero-price regulation rightly emphasize the value and importance of decentralized content innovation. But there is reason to expect that even if access providers have a measure of control over the path of complementary content innovation,' 54 they will use that control to promote decentralized innovation. By "contracting into" If the access charge to the content provider is passed through entirely to the customer, then the policy has no effect on adoption.
154 As opposed to content that competes with a legacy business, as discussed supra in Section lI.B.
decentralized innovation, 155 an access provider will implement, as a private matter, the same basic arrangement that zero-price advocates seek through government intervention.
The flourishing of attractive content is in an access provider's interest because it raises the surplus that can be extracted by the access provider. One option is for an access provider to attempt to make attractive content on its own. This strategy is likely to fail because innovative content ideas are widely dispersed.
156 Someone will invent PageRank,1 57 but any particular access provider is unlikely to come up with that innovation even if it exerts considerable effort. A large incumbent may find it particularly difficult to develop innovative content in-house. Its culture may resist new approaches, and its relatively flat pay structure makes it difficult to provide large rewards to financially motivated individual innovators. The problem is worsened if the access provider is an incompetent steward and exercises control in an irrational or arbitrary way. 58 The dispersed nature of innovation implies the failure of in-house content production. Decentralization is necessary. But it does not follow that government-mandated decentralization will increase the production of innovative content. Even if a content provider lacks a regulatory entitlement to retain a certain level of rewards from its innovation, the access provider has a strong incentive to furnish those rewards. Where the interests of the access provider and the content provider can be aligned in this fashion, the initial distribution of regulatory entitlements does not matter. This is a familiar argument, essentially the Coase theorem in a dynamic setting, 159 
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Network Neutrality and False Promise There are theoretical reasons to think that the dynamic Coase theorem does not always hold. For example, a content provider might worry that once it sinks the costs of application development, it will be subject to "holdup," or expropriation of its profits by the access provider. The holdup problem is not limited to content providers. For example, an access provider's investment in capacity makes later content development possible. When it comes time to divide the surplus jointly created by the new capacity and the new content, the access provider's previously sunk costs are not part of the bargain. 1 62 This dilemma of sequential innovation creates a significant difficulty for access providers-for example, Verizon, during its continuing fiber-to-the-home Direct evidence on this question is lacking. 165 The technical ability of an access provider to engage in extraction is only now emerging, and so we lack a track record of negotiations between access providers and content providers succeeding or failing. It has not been established, moreover, whether an access provider can simply precommit to a menu of charges that varies depending upon the size and success of the content provider, a step that would reduce the holdup problem. The absence of direct evidence is a reason to resist ambitious regulation, such as a zero-price rule.
Evidence from other industries suggests that the holdup problem is not severe. Recall, for example, the video game developer's royalty payments to the console maker. 166 Movie studios use a variety of contractual instruments to coordinate sequential investments by writers, producers, and actors.
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Codevelopment relationships ameliorate, as a practical matter, the theoretical 162 For example, suppose that the access provider makes a capacity investment at a cost of 10, and then a content provider develops innovative content, possible only as a consequence of the earlier capacity investment, at a cost of 5. The benefit created by the two investments is 20. The access provider can anticipate the size of this benefit but not its source. If the two bargain after all costs are sunk, and the two divide the gain evenly, each receives 10, and the investment will proceed. If the access provider's costs are slightly higher, then the access provider will not invest in the first place, and the socially valuable innovation will not be produced. Note that if the content provider can be identified prior to the access provider's investment, the problem is reduced, for in that case the access provider will insist that the content provider help cover those costs. The merits of a zero-price rule that protects content providers generally cannot be sustained. Exclusion concerns are addressed by antitrust law, with the caveats noted in Part II. Extraction grounds fail to justify zero-price regulation for the reasons discussed in Part III, including substitution to indirect extraction, the availability of nonfinancial rewards for content innovation, the virtues of an extraction-reliant strategy for increasing broadband adoption (and, as many have noted, for encouraging infrastructure development), and the absence of evidence that privately negotiated decentralization is infeasible. This Article's typology of exclusion and extraction, and accompanying analysis of each strategy, are useful tools to assess other claims that a powerful firm has the ability and incentive to limit competition and innovation. Consider, for example, Google, currently the most powerful content provider. The incentives of content providers have been neglected, compared to the extensive recent scrutiny of access providers. A shift in attention is appropriate in part because, as explained in Part II, exclusion of a content provider, an important focus of network neutrality proposals, is of primary benefit to a rival content provider.
Google is a major infrastructural resource that possesses the major features that have traditionally given rise to common carrier regulation. Moreover, Google's bargaining position does not suffer from the market fragmentation that besets an individual access provider, making it a more likely extractor than AT&T or Comcast, extraction that could be undertaken with respect to access providers or complementary content businesses.
As for exclusion, a risk arises where a complementary content business has a contractual or ownership relationship to Google's core search business, and there are incentives to favor that content over rivals in Google's search results. A full analysis is beyond the scope of this Article, but as analysts of network neutrality turn toward the analogous question of search neutrality, three lessons from Part II are particularly relevant.
First, the degree of ownership matters. Anticompetitive favoritism is rendered less visible and less amenable to antitrust enforcement when it is masked within the firm. Google's steady accretion of content affiliates, such as YouTube, news, maps, and financial information, provides a greater opportunity for anticompetitive favoritism. The effect of ownership is compounded by a second factor: the technology of favoritism. Network neutrality concerns have become more important as the technology of traffic differentiation has improved. Search neutrality will become more important as search results become easier to manipulate-for example, with "universal search," in which Google's familiar list of ten blue links is augmented with information from its affiliates. 175 As PageRank cedes ground to Google's own editorial choices, the opportunity for favoritism increases.
Third, social production is particularly vulnerable when rival content offers a superior mechanism for extraction, and alternative mechanisms for collecting surplus (such as charging consumers) are unavailable. As an example, consider Google's newest content affiliate, Knol, still under development as of April 2008.176 Knol is a proposed for-profit alternative to Wikipedia, in which authors and Google share advertising dollars. Knol gives Google a revenue stream that it misses out on when consumers use Wikipedia instead. As a consequence, Google has an incentive to steer traffic to Knol, even if users prefer Wikipedia. 177 The resulting decrease in Wikipedia traffic might reduce participation in, and hence the quality of, Wikipedia.
178
Whether anything comes of the Knol initiative, Google's foray does suggest that the "Wikipedia gap" discussed in Part II is not merely theoretical. Nevertheless, even though the narrower case of socially produced content presents a relatively stronger argument for regulation, implementing such regulation in practice requires a better understanding of the circumstances under which alternative mechanisms protect social production. For example, as explained in Part II, effective price discrimination among consumers makes regulatory protection unnecessary, by providing an alternative mechanism by which an access provider can harvest the available surplus, rather than excluding social production. Moreover, other complementors of the socially produced content may be able to engage in counterstrategies that reduce the utility of regulation.
The vulnerability of social production is a general issue. It recurs, for example, in the ongoing high-stakes battle between Linux and Microsoft. Microsoft, a market producer, has secured patents pertaining to operating system functionality that Linux might infringe. 179 Linux, the product of social production, has not secured a comparable patent portfolio to threaten Microsoft. This has created a potential strategic disadvantage for Linux, in which it is unable to enforce mutual deterrence with Microsoft. 180 Extending the familiar analogy of nuclear deterrence, in which patentholders engage in mutual abeyance, rather than launching patent infringement suits, the question is whether and when a well-equipped ally will commit to extend its protective umbrella.
18 This Article provides a first step toward a better understanding of the strategic interaction between social production and market production. Identifying the extent and availability of credible counterstrategies is a promising area for future research.
